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GV approves two master’s programs with, more in review process
BY KEITH EICHHOLZ
KEICHHOLZIOLANTHORN.COM

BOWS FROM BROS
RAISES MONEY FOR
LOCAL YWCA
SEEAB

rand Valley State University added
two new masters programs- school
psychology and philanthropy/non
profit leadership - this year and may
add another as early as this week.
On Feb. 13, the Board of Trustees will meet to
vote on adding a masters in medical dosimetry.
“We see the need and have the ability and
the opportunity to increase our number of

graduate programs,” said Dean of Graduate
Studies Jeff Potteiger.
Two more programs are currently in the review
process - a master of arts in applied linguistics and
a master of science in clinical dietetics.
However, Potteiger is concerned with more
than just the quantity of programs offered. He
and his staff are trying to offer distinctive, high
quality graduate programs that are unique
compared with those offered by other state in
stitutions, especially those nearby.

“Every program that is proposed at GVSU goes
through a rigorous review process,” Poetteiger said.
If university officials deem a program both in
teresting and viable, the program is reviewed at the
department and college levels. Next, the Faculty
Salary and Budget Committee, Graduate Council,
University Curriculum Committee, the academic
deans and the provost office examine it before sub
mission to faculty senate for approval. The proposal
SEE GRADUATE ON AB

Students develop
GR app to retain
young people
BY DREW HOWARD
ASSIS TANTNE WSOLAN THORN.COM

Hunter said women have to surround
themselves with the right people in order to
find the right lifestyle.
North C Living Center Director Jazmine Wil
liams said society does not have any support
mechanisms for when people make mistakes.
Teen mothers do not receive much help, forcing
them to decide if they want to go to school or
work. She said mothers can sign up for welfare,
but this is not enough for most cases.
“A lot of people have this idea that welfare
is like a vacation,” Williams said. “If you really
feel that way, quit your job and sign up for wel
fare, and see if you really enjoy that.”
The group also discussed the stereotype of
the “strong black woman.”
Garrett-Lynn said this stereotype portrays
black women as a “sassy, street-smart woman.”
Television often portrays black women in this
light, which causes the general population to

rand Valley State Uni
versity students and
faculty are working
together to create a
new smartphone app
that aims to retain young, bright
individuals within Grand Rapids.
Tentatively titled “YGR,” the
application is purposed with col
lecting information on transporta
tion, restaurants, events, shops and
more in Grand Rapids for the use
of the average citizen or tourist.
If all goes as planned, “YGR” will
be a handy guide to just about every
thing happening in the city for both
entertaining and practical use.
“I wanted it to be this allencompassing thing,” said Ryan
Hoogstra, a student who helped
develop the concept for the app. “A
lot of the info we want to include is
already out there, so it’s just about
getting all that info into one place.”
Hoogstra helped develop the
idea among other students in a
GVSU class called special topics
in public administration. The class
was created with the help of Grand
Rapids Mayor George Heartwell
and GVSU President Thomas Haas.
“I think this is really something
that can put a positive impact on
the city,” Hoogstra said. “I don’t
think this is going to just be a Grand
Rapids app. It could be nationwide,
no matter what city you are in.”
Hoogstra said one of his favor
ite parts about the app is the res
taurant section.
“Each week, my hopes would be
a different restaurant would get ‘the
restaurant of the week,”’ Hoogstra
said. “It allows restaurants to get their
name out and gives people a reason to
branch out and try new things.”
Another feature on the app will al
low anyone to upload their own event
with the help of an app administrator.

SEE LIVES ON AB

SEE APP ON AB

Sulari White, Kelsey May and V’Lecea Hunter (left to right) take part in “Talk Back Tuesday,” put on by the Grand Valley State
University Women’s Center. The focus of the event was the representation of African American women in the Black Lives Matter movement.
REPRESENT:

GV discusses women’s role in
Black Lives Matter movement
BY LUCAS ESCALADA
LESCALADAOLANTHORN.COM

he Grand Valley State University
Womens Center hosted a discus
sion on Tuesday regarding the
role and representation of Af
rican American women in the
Black Lives Matter movement.
The discussion was part of the centers
monthly “Talk Back Tuesday” event, where the
GVSU community is encouraged to talk about
pressing issues regarding women in the com
munity and throughout the country.
Takeelia Garrett-Lynn, assistant director of
housing and residence life and a member of
Positive Black Women, led the discussion.
Garrett-Lynn highlighted how important it is
for students to know about the Black Lives Matter
social movement, which is meant to raise aware
ness about the death of black teens throughout
the country. However, the discussion focused on
the role of black women in the movement.

a

V’Lecea Hunter, graduate assistant at
GVSU, said an important issue is how black
women are raised - she described it as “babies
raising babies,” or young black mothers trying
to take care of their infant child.
Young mothers base their lives off of the
lavish lifestyles they see on television - if black
women are rich,
mothers will try to
act in a similar fash
“...the first thing
ion and hope it helps
that people see
them become rich.
“(Young
black
when they see
mothers) are not
you is a black
understanding who
they are as a per
woman.”
son, not learning
to love themselves
JAZMINE
for who they are,”
WILLIAMS
Hunter said. “But
LIVING CENTER
where would they
DIRECTOR
learn that?”
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BATON TWIRLING WORKSHOP
GEARED TOWARD YOUNG GIRLS

Moriah Muscaro, otherwise known as the baton
twirler featured at Laker football games, recently
hosted a baton twirling workshop that allowed young
girls the chance to perform during the GVSU men’s
basketball halftime show on Feb. 7.
The halftime show featured more than 30 girls from
the ages of 3-16 who performed a routine they learned
during training at GVSU's Allendale Campus.
This is Muscaro’s third time hosting the GVSU Twirler
for a Day event. She will be heading off to Italy in April
to compete in the World Baton Twirling Championships.
All proceeds earned from the event went toward the
Helen DeVos Children’s Center.
GV MUSICAL GROUP TO PERFORM

The Grand Valley Winds is set to perform at
the next Arts at Noon session starting at noon on
Wednesday, Feb. 11 in the Cook-DeWitt Center.
Comprised exclusively of GVSU faculty members,
the Grand Valley Winds is known for spreading en
thusiasm for music through performances within the
community.
For more information about the event, call the
Music and Dance Department at (616) 331-3484.
WHY VOTE WORKSHOP WILL
HIGHLIGHT IMPORTANCE OF VOTING

As a part of the Asian American 6 Pacific Islander
Heritage Celebration, GVSU will present a workshop
concerning the issues of voting and how to get stu
dents more involved.
Theresa Q. Tran, executive director at Asian B
Pacific Island American Vote - Michigan, is the event
moderator.
Topics at the workshop include jobs, immigration
and the economy as well as the challenges intro
duced when engaging with multi-generational and
multi-lingual community.
The workshop will be held from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m.
today inside Room 2263 at the Kirkhof Center.
For more information, go to www.gvsu.edu/oma.

then returns to the provost of
fice and is ultimately submitted
to the Board of Trustees.
“When you’re talking
about that many levels of re
view, where there are always
comments made, questions
asked, you end up with a real
ly, really good curriculum and
a program that Grand Valley
has the resources to support,”
Potteiger said.
He said the move to in
crease the number of master’s
programs offered is in part an
attempt to stay competitive
with other universities.
Potteiger and his staff are
also interested in creating job
opportunities for individuals
who would graduate from dis
tinctive programs.
“In the programs that were
talking about offering, in many
instances, there are not a lot
of those programs that are
around,” Potteiger said. “We
tend to not offer programs
that you’ll typically find at
the University of Michigan or
Michigan State, or even West
ern Michigan. We tend to offer
those programs that are right

for us.”
GVSU has good structure,
faculty and facilities, Potteiger
said. He added that all of these
have contributed to the univer
sity’s success.
“Making a careful decision
about what programs were go
ing to offer is the key to Grand
Valley continuing to be one of
the best institutions in the state
for not only undergraduates,
but also at the graduate level”
he said.
Over the last 10 years,
GVSU has enrolled on average
about 3,500 students per year
in its graduate programs. From
2010-2013, though, GVSU ex
perienced a decline in enroll
ment each year, hitting a 10year low of 3,242 in 2013. But
enrollment rebounded to 3,458
in 2014.
Potteiger hopes to see those
numbers continue to increase.
“I think they’ll continue to
rise,” Potteiger said. “They’re
going to rise steadily. As long as
we keep adding the right pro
grams, and they’re good qual
ity programs, you’ll tend to see
sort of an upward trend in the
number of graduate students
over the next five to 10 years.”

APP
CONTINUEO'FROM A1

“Build your event is a button on the bot
tom of the activities page that allows the
user to create their own event,” Hoogstra
said. “An example of this could be a block
party or a cultural festival. Not many people
hear about these through word of mouth.”
The inspiration for the name “YGR”
came to him on the first day of class, Hoog
stra said.

JEFF POTTEIGER

“The reason behind the name came at
the first day when President Haas wrote on
the board ‘Why Grand Rapids,”’ he said. “I
think it’s a perfect name. It asks why am I in
Grand Rapids, what is there to do, and it’s
simple and clear on the app icon.”
Heartwell tasked students in the class
with finding new and innovative ways to
retain youth within the city. At the end of
the semester, students presented their ideas
to the mayor.
At the State of the City Address, the

SEXUAL HEALTH FOCUS GROUP

A focus group will focus on sexual health resourc
es, services and access at GVSU.
The event will be held today from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
in Kirkhof Center Room 0042. Personal information
and behavior will not be collected as the event is not
a research project and all participation is voluntary.
Students or student groups wishing to provide input
without attending the event can submit information
via email or through writing.
Information can be submitted through
this link: docs.google.com/forms/d/ld02S4k_
BzOTjOPhFYIupAooaDySKjSzZZ5fEHfuLZD4/
viewform?usp=send_form, or students can contact
Monica Rykse at rodrigum@mail.gvsu.edu.
ACADEMIC SUCCESS WORKSHOP

GVSU students who are looking for additional
help in biology and chemistry can attend the How to
Study for BIO and CHM workshop Feb. 12 from 6 p.m.
to 7 p.m. in North C 142.
Upperclassmen in the science fields will provide
students with study strategies and tips to help them
succeed on their tests throughout the semester.
The Student Academic Success Center hosts
events such as this several times during the se
mester. For more information on tutoring and other •
academic resources the center offers, visit www.
gvsu.edu/sasc/ or contact the SASC at (616) 3313588.
_____________ VOL.

ENTERTAIN: GVSU students and faculty are working on creating an app “YGR"
to make it easy for residents or tourists to find things to do in Grand Rapids.
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expect this stereotype, Garett-Lynn said.
This stereotype causes trou
ble in the workplace. She said
black women might have to
work twice as hard to reach the
same level as their white coun
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terparts.
“No matter how well you
do in school that doesn’t mat
ter,” Williams said. “Because the
first thing that people see when
they see you is a black woman.”
Tiesha Anderson, a GVSU
student, said it is important to
keep in mind how black teens
are treated in school. Anderson

mayor announced his plans to implement
the “YGR” application along with two
other ideas.
Mark Hoffman, the GVSU professor
who facilitated Hoogstra’s class, said Grand
Rapids is at a disadvantage without a clearly
defined entertainment district.
“When people visit for a short time, they
cannot just visit the entertainment district
and see what is happening,” Hoffman said.
“This app evens the playing field. Young
visitors who are used to using apps will see
all the choices they have and not conclude
there is nothing to do in Grand Rapids.”
The app will also be useful to people
who are already living in the area, Hoff
man said.
“I observed that many students in the
class were unaware of the variety of activi
ties available in Grand Rapids, even though
they live relatively close,” he said. “This app
will help GVSU students find networking,
entertaining and educational activities in
Grand Rapids, which will benefit both the
community and the students.”
Actual development of the app begins in
the upcoming fall semester in a class taught
by GVSU professor David Lange, who
teaches in the school of computing and in
formation systems.
A release date for the app is still being
determined.

said some African-Americans
are being told they cannot look
a certain way in school. Her
cousin moved to a new neigh
borhood in order to gain better
opportunities, but he had to
change his lifestyle.
“The school told (Ander
son’s cousin) that before he
could enroll that he had to cut

off his afro,” Anderson said.
Anderson added that it is
important to keep social me
dia channels open. She said the
community is at a point where
everyone wants to share their
stories, and that is a way to
learn from each other and find
solutions.
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Taking another look
Supreme Court to review some-sex marriage ban
BY CONSTANCE TURNBULL
CTURNBULLIOLANTHORN.COM

LGBT community gathered to
gether to discuss the ramifications
n Jan. 16, the United of this decision. Students Max
States Supreme Court Granitz, Asia Smith, Brae Morris,
made the decision re Ashlyn Rowell and others spoke
view the 6th Circuit of their hope that the Supreme
Court of Appeals’ or Court would rule against the mar
riage mar
ban.
der upholding the same-sex
Max
Granitz said this issue should
riage ban. Michigan, as part of the
6th Circuit, is one of 14 remaining not only be addressed at a state level,
states to ban same-sex marriage. In but nationally. Although he does not
looking at this ruling, the Supreme plan to remain in Michigan himself,
he hopes there will
Court will question
soon be an option for
the following:
friends and family to
- Whether the 14th
“Gay people
get married here.
Amendment requires
“Above anything else,
are people, and
states to license sameI just want to see my best
sex marriages and,
when you deny
friend able to get mar
- Whether the 14th
us marriage, you ried,” Granitz said.
Amendment requires
Smith spoke
of
states to recognize
demean us to a
what it would mean for
same-sex
marriages
lesser status."
the community if the
that were lawfully per
ban
was lifted, focus
formed in other states.
ing
on
how it would
ASHLYN ROWELL
The case will be
help society move to
GVSU STUDENT
presented in part to
ward acceptance of the
the Supreme Court
LGBT community.
by Fauver Law Office
“I will be able to
law firm, which has recently hired
GVSU Legal Studies graduate Me get married,my friends will be
able to get married,” Smith said.
gan Williams.
“I’m so excited to be a part of “My whole community will be able
the firm that is working on behalf to get married. We will finally be
of this issue,” Williams said. “It is recognized as equals.”
Morris agreed that the removal
such an important issue to so many
of
the ban would make her feel
at Grand Valley.”
more
accepted.
At the Milton E. Ford LGBT
“I will feel equal to everybody
Resource Center, members of the

0

REASSESSMENT: Grand Valley State University students utilize the common area in the LGBT center. The
Supreme Court decided on Jan. 16 to review the 6th Circuit Court of Appeals’ ban on same-sex marriage.

instead of feeling like I’m an out
cast,” she said.
The students recognized the
possibility that the Supreme
Court will uphold the decision of
the 6th Circuit Court of Appeals.
Rowell said this would mean gay

people would become second
class citizens.
“Marriage isn’t just about af
firming your love for someone,
it’s also about growing in your re
lationship, receiving benefits and
raising children,” she said. “Gay

people are people, and when you
deny us marriage, you demean us
to a lesser status.”
Emily West, LGBT coordinator,
said the LGBT community would
SEE MARRIAGE ON AS

Lakers mentor students interested in health careers
BY ALLISON RIBICK
ARIBICKIOLANTHORN.COM

rand Valley State
University and Mich
igan State Univer
sity’s College of Hu
man Medicine has
collaborated with Grand Rapids
Public Schools in order to offer
a mentoring program for high
school students interested in the
health-related careers.
The eight-week pipeline pro
gram started earlier this year and
involves high school students in
11th and 12th grade meeting with
their college mentors a few hours
each week.
The high school students will
have the opportunity to ask their
mentors questions about future col
lege decisions, or even about high
school classes they may choose to
take, and learn about a wide ar
ray of health careers through guest

speakers, field trips and interactive
learning like visits to blood pressure
clinics and practicing suturing.
Faculty and staff from the
Kirkhof College of Nursing and
College of Health Professions
are among the speakers who will
present during the program.
“(The high school students) have
access to a health care mentor someone who has gone through it
and can relate on different levels
to what they’re going through and
what they may be going through
in the future,” said Jean Nagelkerk,
vice provost for health at GVSU.
The program is hosted at the Secchia Center of MSU’s College of Hu
man Medicine.
Visits are scheduled to plac
es like the Van Andel Institute,
Downtown Market, Ferris State
Pharmacy School, the Cook DeVos
Center and the Simulation Center
of the Secchia Center.

The mentors will have more ex ing from GVSU and plans to attend
posure to Tnedical school and what MSUs College of Human Medicine.
being in the tnedical field is like,
“It’s been wonderful to interact
Nagelkerfcsaid. Having the program with the students and answer ques
tions,” Swets said. “Par
at the Secchia Cen
ter allows GVSU and
ticularly, my mentee
MSU students to inter
asks, ‘What does it take
“They can
act with faculty.
to become a nurse?’ I
“For the Grand
was able to explain to
share their
her the requirements
Valley State Univer
sity pre-med students, knowledge, which and what it looks like,
what it takes to get there
I think they have the
strengthens
benefit of actually pro
and really just open up
what you know
viding a mentor service
her options.”
and learning about the
The lack of rep
as you talk about
needs of the 11th and
resentation
among
different things ” minority students
in
12th grade students,”
Nagelkerk said. “They
health care careers is
JEAN NAGELKERK
can share their knowl
a concern, and this
VICE PROVOST
program also helps
edge, which strengthens
students be exposed to
what you know as you
talk about different things’
options in health care careers and in
Allison Swets is among the 11 creases their participation, Swets said.
GVSU mentors in the program. Swets
“I don’t know that this (program)
earned her bachelor’s degree in nurs has been done before, so I think it’s just

a thinking out of the box type program
that needs to be promoted,” Swets said.
Next year, those involved hope
to expand the program based: on
the needs of Grand Rapids Public
Schools. The program is currently
involved with Innovation Cen
tral High School and Academy of
Health Sciences and Technology.
GVSU offers other programs
that involve teaching students about
healthcare careers.
The sHaPe camp is for 7th and 8th
grade students to participate in a free
week-long summer camp at the CookDeVos Center for Health Sciences.
The camp allows students to explore
various careers, participate in hands
on activities and learn about their per
sonal wellness. The camp gives prefer
ential admission to students attending
Grand Rapids Public Schools.
GVSU also coordinates a Health
Career Exploration event for Girl
Scouts ages seven to 15 years old

We Are One emphasizes acceptance, cooperation
BY ALYSSA RETTELLE
ARETTELLEOLANTHORN.COM

INTERACTING: Douglas Kindschi,director of the Kaufman
Interfaith Institute, speaks at the We Are One event.

roups of stu
dents gathered
around stickynote filled tables
on Jan. 10 to
listen to Douglas Kindschi,
director of the Kaufman In
terfaith Institute and profes
sor of mathematics and phi
losophy, speak at the opening
ceremony for the We Are One
interactive event.
We Are One is an event
that seeks to engage Grand
Valley State University stu
dents, faculty and staff in
the pressing global conver
sation on societal hatred
and bigotry, according to
the event flyer.
Students were encour

aged to write on the sticky
notes as a way to convey
thoughts, experiences and
pose questions related to
the effects of hatred within
society and what actions
can be taken to change it.
After discussing their notes,
they posted them on various
walls of the library.
Kindschi discussed how
who we are as people comes
from our parents and how
we inherit things individu
ally from them, but we can
not survive individually. In
dividuals can only survive in
a group.
“Some species abandon
their offspring immediately
with no problem, but pri
mates and humans have to
live in groups,” Kindschi

WORD SCRAMBLE
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Rearrange the letters to discover
something pertaining to Ireland.

I am an Academy Award-winning
actress born on February 8, 1953 in
Arkansas. I was discovered by Jack
Nicholson, who cast me in a 1978 film.
I have been married to a former
“Cheers” actor since 1995.
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said. “Historically, groups
have been families and
tribes. Us belonging to a
tribe enables us to live and
to survive and for thousands
and thousands of years; it
was important to know what
was in our tribe. Someone
who isn’t in our tribe must
not be human like I am.”
Another topic involved re
ligion and how it has enabled
people and tribes to move be
yond a specific geographic area.
“Religions
grew
and

spread and gave us an identi
ty with groups that weren’t in
our own geographical area,”
Kindschi said. “So religion
is really important. It’s what
makes me human. Those reli
gious people believe it’s their
purpose in life and it’s tempt
ing to think someone with a
different culture, race or reli
gion is not human, but how
are we going to live in that
kind of environment?”

SEE ONE ON AS
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Don’t believe everything you hear
fair to people of other races who
have done important things.
They also said that it would be
more understanding if there
was a White History Month
because whites have done more
for this country than blacks.
This is not the first time that
I have heard comments such as
these at Grand Valley. In fact
I have had many experiences
like this, and have learned and
accepted that things like this
will be said Instead of being
outraged and reacting in an
inappropriate manner, I took
this as an opportunity to give
them a little history lesson.
I gave them a bit of informa
tion that is vital to understand

BY MAURIEL CLARK
EDITORIALOLANTHORN.COM

he other day
while at the
library, I over
heard a group of
students ranting
about how they thought that
Black History Month was un

ing how and why African
Americans are a huge part of
American history. Not only did
these students not know most
of the information that 1 shared
with them, they realized that
the schools they have attended
in the past have taught them lies
about American history.
After reflecting on this ex
perience, I realized that it is not
merely their fault on why they
were so ignorant.
So who is to blame? I
believe it is the schools that
are to blame.
Basically, any school that
gives false information about
history is failing the students,
and is a big reason why people

are so ignorant.
Grand Valley happens to be
one of those schools.
During my freshman year,
I decided to take a beginner’s
history class because I wanted
to learn more about American
history. It did not take me long
to realize that 1 was not going to
be learning what I expected to
learn from this course.
Instead I was told even
more lies. The most shocking
lie I was told was about the
discovery of America, which
was done by the famous Chris
topher Columbus. I think that
I was mostly shocked because
this is something that everyone
should know as being false -

VALLEY VOTE

QUESTION OF THE ISSUE

Do you think GVSU is wellrounded in the classes,
majors and minors offered to
students'?

Do you think there are
enough opportunities
for students to discuss
current issues?

YES
NO

94%
6%

MORGAN STOCKER

there were people here before
his voyage to America.
Surprisingly, no one is the
Hass interjected and refuted
what the professor was teach
ing. Instead, they continued to
take notes.
Of course, I was the only
person to speak up because
I knew the professor was
giving false information. In
stead of the professor allow
ing me to share what I know
to be factual, I was told that
only the information in the
book, whether true or not, is
to be taught.
I was furious because not
only did the professor basically
tell me that the truth does not

THIS ISSUE’S
QUESTION:
Do you think there are
enough opportunities
for students to
discuss current
issues'?

matter because it was not in the
text, but also because I am pay
ing money to be taught lies.
Obviously, the school system
is failing students by not teach
ing the truth. It is up to students
educate themselves through •
furthering their research, then
teaching each other.
I use that philosophy with
anything that I learn in the
courses that I take, and so
should everyone else. The
information taught in these
courses should not be accepted
as the truth, because there is a
complete disregard for the truth
when it comes to what is being
taught It is up to the students to
find out for themselves.

BLOG
Don’t be blue about
Valentine’s Day

By Jessica Hodge

LOG ON B VOTE
LANTHORN.COM
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‘I think that there are but I don't think
students are aware of them or take
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advantage of them."
YEAR: Junior
MAJOR: Nursing
HOMETOWN: St. Claire Shores, Mich.
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EMILY HARIMA
"Yes, we have resources like the Women's
Center and other ethnic interest groups, you
just have to look for them."

YEAR: Sophomore
MAJOR: Biomedical Science
HOMETOWN: Schaumburg, III.

LAUREN ASHER
"I have not seen much outside the class
room."

editorial© lanthorn.com

YEAR: Senior
MAJOR: Film and Video
HOMETOWN: Battle Creek. Mich.

EDITORIAL

tart talking

VIRGINIA FRANKLIN
‘I think there are but I think there should be
an easier way that students can hold discus
sions."

Students should interact with people unlike themselves

YEAR: Freshman
MAJOR: General Business
HOMETOWN: Detroit, Mich.

to listen to different perspectives on current issues
any students are often
uncomfortable talking to
others about current is
sues, such as race or samesex marriage. But speaking
with others who have other opinions
or perspectives is an important step in
closing the gap - not necessarily com
ing to an agreement but hearing out
another’s view and respecting what they
have to say.
As mentioned in Sybrina Fulton’s
keynote speech at Grand Valley State
University on MLK Day, an important
aspect to reducing the amount of racial
inequalities is to not remain silent about
these kinds of issues.
For students and others at GVSU, there
are many opportunities to become en

AUSTIN SCHIPPELS
"I don't know of that many so I don’t think
there are enough."

YEAR: Sophomore
MAJOR: Communications
HOMETOWN: Howell, Mich.
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foster discussion. Students can learn
more about the LGBT community, ask
questions or voice their opinions at
these events to gain a more educated
perspective and feel more comfortable
discussing these topics in the future.
Students can also start locally by getting
involved with campus organizations such
as You Beautiful Black Women, Black
Student Union, Black leaders Aspiring for
Critical Knowledge, Out ‘N About, Firstyear Queer Alliance and Loud & Queer.
It is our responsibility as students to
utilize these opportunities presented to
us by the university to learn more about
the world today so that we can make
change where it is needed in the future.
It is up to the students to get the discus
sion started.

Learning linguistic acceptance

1474249199838888550146

GVL OPINION POLICY
The goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn's opinion page is to act
as a forum for public discussion,
comment and criticism in the Grand
Valley State University community.
Student opinions published here
do not necessarily reflect those of
the paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn aims
to be a safe vehicle for community
discussion. The Lanthorn will not
publish or entertain any forms
of hate speech, but will not
discriminate against any other
views, opinions or beliefs. The
content, information and views
expressed are not approved by nor
necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty or staff.
Reader submissions on the
opinion page appear as space
permits, and are reserved for
letters to the editor only, all
other reader-generated content

gaged and aware of racial discussion. Dur
ing this February’s Black History Month,
the Office of Multicultural Affairs has
organized many workshops that involve
the student population.
The national movement #BlackLivesMatter emerged on social me
dia after the 2012 shooting death of
Trayvon Martin, a 17-year old boy, in
Florida. This movement has been used
many times since, especially during
the more recent incidents in Ferguson,
Mo. Students were the primary users
of this hashtag on Twitter, and it was
the students who took the voices of the
online world into the real world of their
campuses across the nation.
Tfie LGBT Resource Center also
hosts events throughout the year to

can be submitted to the Grand
Valley
Lanthorn's YourSpace
page by emailing community©
l8nthorn.com.
Letters to the editor should
include the author's full name
and relevant title along with a
valid email and phone number
for confirming the identity of
the author. Letters should be
approximately 500-650 words
in length, and are not edited
by the staff of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn outside of technical
errors for clarity.
To make a submission, email
at editorial@lanthorn.com or by
dropping off your submission in
person at:

BY DANIELLE ZUKOWSKI
EOITORIALiaLANTHORN.COM

any Englishspeaking Ameri
cans become
uncomfortable in
the presence of
foreign languages.
Of course many are ex
cited to learn a phrase or two,
to hear accents and such, but
when they become the mi
nority they are not as thrilled.
As soon as multiple speakers
congregate and begin speak
ing their own language in
the midst of a non-speaker
themselves, they deem it rude
and offensive. They perceive
it as exclusion.
Insecurities may arise
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whether the group is gossiping
about them. Or maybe they
just feel left out because without
understanding the topic or
speaking the language, for
that matter, they are unable to
participate in the conversation.
For this reason some people
have a strong conviction that
English should be spoken in the
presence of English speakers.
People who speak English
as a second language that are
not equal in ability to a native
speaker are oddly viewed as
inferior. They are discrimi
nated against. Many Ameri
cans become angered that
those with minimal English
skills are in service jobs and
demand that if they live in
our country they must speak
our language.
To make this prejudice even
more curious is that when
Americans are abroad, they
tend to not learn that country’s
language fluently or sometimes
not at all. Americans expect
other countries to speak English
when they tour. They become
upset, “Why doesn’t anyone
speak English?”

The question of why we
don’t speak their language
seems to not often be ad
dressed. If we hold other
speakers up to that standard
in our country, fine, but it
only makes sense that we
hold ourselves to the same
standard when in theirs.
We love our freedoms in
America. And as a country
of immigrants, we should
respect that others have just
as much right to express
themselves in their language
as we do ours -especially
when with their family or in
their home.
Their language bonds them
and, sometimes, it is one of the
last remaining treasures after
immigrating. After leaving
behind their culture and all
familiarity, they come into a
foreign country with a shred of
their identity which should not
be taken away from them.
Cultural heritage is
important. Children should
be taught and allowed to
retain their first language.
Yes, English is known to help
people to be more successful,

as is Spanish, Chinese, Arabic
and Russian, because they are
spoken in many countries and
have come to dominate. But
that doesn’t not mean beauti
ful, historically rich languages
should be tossed aside. They
are just as significant.
One of the problems
causing this intolerance is
that many Americans speak
only one language whereas in
other countries that is quite
atypical. Gradually, Ameri
cans are becoming more
linguistically aware by the
implementation of language
requirements in schools.
However, much focus is
still directed toward English.
And it is not just due to the
forces of English speak
ers, but foreign as well. It is
fairly normal to see families
teach their language to their
children but not the writing
system, or for the children
not to pass on the language to
the next generation. Preserv
ing these languages will help
to create acceptance while
reducing linguistic and, in
turn, cultural discrimination.
••

•
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Hopes for the future of public education

Mike Flanagan speaks on the challenges facing public education on Jan. 10. The panel event
included three local school administrators from Grand Rapids, Hudsonville and Fennville Public Schools.

PERSPECTIVE:

College of Ed hosts school administrator panel
BY ALEX SINN
ASINNISILANTHORN.COM
%

o celebrate its 50th an
niversary, the Grand
Valley State University
College of Education
hosted
Department
of Education State Superinten
dent Mike Flanagan and three local
school administrators on Jan. 10 at

MARRIAGE
CONTINUED FROM A3

not give up - regardless of the out
come in court.
“There is a statewide organiza
tion called Equality Michigan,” she
said. “They’re working on a lot of
different strategies to get marriage
equality in Michigan; they have
been working on this for decades
and are not going to stop now.”
Although many agree that the
case should be reviewed by the Su
preme Court, Benjamin Soltis, ex
ecutive committee member of the
Jackson County Republican Party,
believes that such a decision should
be left to the voters of this state.
“Marriage has been defined our
state constitution and in US law by
voters and their representatives from

DeVos Centers Loosemore Audito
rium for a panel discussion on the
future of public education.
The panel was asked to describe
the greatest challenges and hopes for
public education, as well as their vi
sions for the future.
During the discussion, the ad
ministrators agreed on the value of
coming to a consensus and working

toward common goals.
Flanagan joined the panel to
share what he sees as important
hopes and challenges.
“Having worked with two gover
nors in Lansing since 2005, there’s a
story to be told and it’s not pretty,” he
said. “There’s a system in place and
it’s not kid-oriented.”
Michigan faces unique difficul

both parties,” he said. “I would en
Max Grantiz expressed his delight
courage further discussion on such a at this outcome.
“I’m thrilled that the weddings
change instead of a swift decision by
that took place are
unelected judges.”
now going to be re
The students also
spected by the state,”
discussed the recent
“We can legally
decision by lawmakers
he said. “I’m sur
vote. We should
not to appeal a federal
prised the governor
injunction requiring legally be allowed let it happen; I just
hope it lasts.”
the state to recognize
to be together
The Supreme Court
marriages that took
place on March 22.
plans to have a final
with the people
Rick Snyder an
ruling on the gay mar
that we love.”
riage ban by June. Un
nounced this deci
sion on Feb. 4 and
til then, those who will
ASHLYN ROWELL
explained that the
be most affected by the
GVSU STUDENT
decision was made
decision can only wait.
because a judge had
“We are legally al
legally allowed indi
lowed to die for our
viduals to be married that day, and country,” Rowell said. “We can le
as such, the marriages should be gally vote. We should legally be al
recognized and benefits should be lowed to be together with the peo
extended to the couples.
ple that we love.”

ties, including economic depression schools face is understanding how to
and high poverty rates, and answers educate students of all backgrounds,
lie in nonpartisan solutions at the regardless of their ZIP code,” she said.
The solutions are to “change deep
state level, Flanagan said.
Flanagan said he was able to work structures” and to “meet children
with both governors, and he was where they are,” she said
Evans said she sees hope in cur
proud of Gov. Rick Snyders support
riculum that recognizes the need for
for early learning programs.
He encouraged future teachers 21st century skills and thinkers, and
to be leaders in their classrooms, that coherence is the key to develop
and said GVSU graduates may be ing a school environment of success.
Hudsonville Public Schools Su
the “first generation of education
perintendent Nicho
entrepreneurs” lead
las Ceglarek said it is
ing the way to new
innovations.
important for educa
“It’s not just a
“We can only do this
tors to come together
if we get the right peo
K-12 system. It’s on common interest
ple,” he said.
and for teachers to
from birth until
Educational needs
develop authentic re
must be addressed on
lationships with their
students sire
an individual basis,
students.
Students
done with college need the opportunity
from an early age, and
one challenge is mov
to become “service
education.”
ing from the “all kids
leaders” and to con
can learn” model to
nect with their com
□IRK WEELDRYER
one that serves each
munities, he added.
SUPERINTENDENT OF
kid, Flanagan said.
Superintendent
FENNVILLE SCHOOLS
Flanagan ended his
of Fennville Public
remarks with some
Schools Dirk Weeldbroad hopes for GVSU College of Ed ryer said a major challenge for his
ucation students.
district is rural poverty, and that his
“Teachers are the No. 1 force for district is actively seeking ways to en
good in the world,” he said.
sure that all students can compete.
Assistant Superintendent of
Some solutions to improving pub
Grand Rapids Public Schools lic education include promoting more
Carolyn Evans highlighted the seamless integration of education
challenge of the achievement gap throughout students’ lives and to “lift
among students of high and low up the education profession and make
socioeconomic status and touched it a valued part of society,” he said.
“It’s not just a K-12 system,” he add
on the vision to establish “a con
ed “It’s from birth until students are
tinuum of opportunity.”
“A resilient challenge public done with college education.”

ONE
CONTINUED FROM A3

Kindschi closed the discus
sion by suggesting the agenda
for being one and how it can be
accomplished.
“The First step is tolerance
and it’s a very minimal first step,”
Kindschi said. “It means if some
one does something that I don’t
like, I might be very offended.
But tolerance means that I won’t
respond with violence. All it says
is that I won’t do physical harm to
someone who is different than me
or that I disagree with.”
The second step is hospitality.
“It’s simply being nice and
random acts of kindness,” Kind
schi said. “Being nice to some
one you don’t know or don’t like.

You don’t have to be friends with
someone to be nice.”
The final step is acceptance.
“Accepting that the other
person who may be different is
also a child of God, or in more
neutral terms, someone who
deserves the respect and accep
tance as a fellow human being,”
Kindschi said.
“If we’re going to be one*
can go beyond that to under
standing,” he said. “We engage
in conversations, we learn about
them and we still may not like
them, but we have a desire to un
derstand them.
“We can also go one more
step to respect. Respect comes
with a more firm relationship
where you really want to un
derstand them.”

GRAND GATSBY:

Students at the 2015
Presidents’ Ball dance
with others in the GVSU
community at DeVos
Place. This year's ball
had a record-setting
number of attendees,
with tickets for the
dance selling out by
Feb. *4 and all *480 dinner
tickets also being sold.

GO TO:

ww.lanthorn.com/
multimedia/17136
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Valentine's Day

1 STANDARD ROO

Acres*

Down

2. Strikes you with an arrow to toll In love
4. Shape that symbolizes love
• The 5th annual *A Tribute to Black Women: Strong.
Fierce, Dynamic Divas' la being put on by toe PBW or
Posltfve Black____Feb 13.
•. Candy that will be 50% off at Metier on Feb. 15

1. Valentine's Day la on February
3. Movie coming out Valentno's Day weekend la *50
Shades at
*
8.____ are red, violate are blue
7. Person who everyone at GVSU la In love wtto
8.1___You*
10. Movie In Kkfchof this week Is The Lucky____
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4869 Becker Dr, Allendale
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HAITIAN NIGHT

Who wouldn’t want a taste of the tropics during
Michigan’s dark and gloomy winter days? Embrace
and indulge in GVSU's cultural diversity by stopping
by the Niemeyer Multi-Purpose Room on Sunday
from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. for an authentic Haitian dinner
catered along with Haitian music. Not only does the
event serve as a LIB 100 event, but more impor
tantly serves as a fundraiser for "Students for Haiti."
Tickets can be purchased at the 20/20 desk or at
the door. Tickets are $5 for students and $10 for
guests. For more information, visit http://www.gvsu.
edu/events/haitian-night/ or contact Allison Garland
at garlanda@mail.gvsu.edu.
I LOVE LUCY LIVE

Catch the last live show of everybody's favor
ite ‘50s classic “I Love Lucy" tonight at the DeVos
Performance Hall at 7:30 p.m. The heart of the show
will feature two "I Love Lucy" episodes, both featur
ing typical Lucy shenanigans. The show's favorite
foursome- Lucy, Ricky, Fred and Ethel will be pre
sented on stage and in color for the very first time.
Above all, this one-of-a-kind theatrical experience
aims to showcase the beloved television program
in a live, colorful and humor-filled way to blow away
diehard fans. Audience members of all ages will find
this stage production entertaining, bringing to light
the glory days of the 1950s. To purchase tickets
starting from $25, visit http://www.broadwaygrandrapids.com/shows/W15/i-love-lucy/
THE JAMMIE AWARDS

The annual WYCE Jammie Awards will celebrate
its 16th year on Friday, showcasing what West
Michigan's music scene is truly all about. The event
will be presented by Bell’s Brewery, and will fea
ture performances from more than 20 acts on two
stages. Among the bands will be The Verve Pipe, Billy
Strings B Don Julin, Mustard Plug and more. Musical
performances and awards will take place throughout
the five-and-a-half-hour night, and those who attend
in their pajamas or donate $10 to WYCE will receive
a free album from WYCE’s collection. As if those five
hours weren't nearly enough, there will be an after
party starting at 11:30 p.m. hosted by Seth Bernard.
The show begins at 5:30 p.m. at The Intersection.
For an entire list of performers, visit http://www.
grcmc.org/wyce/node/6262/jammies-xvi
OPERA GRANO RAPIDS PRESENTS: NOAH'S FLOOD

Come enjoy this charming celebratory blend of
youth, community and opera by attending Noah’s
Flood. Benjamin Britten's music drama presents
the biblical story of Noah who builds an Ark to save
himself and others from the great flood sent by
God. Opera Grand Rapids and soloists of the Grand
Rapids Symphony Orchestra will be joined alongside
local youth arts organizations. The cast of profes
sional soloists and vocal students from numerous
area schools will help bring the story to life.
Audience members will be invited to participate and
sing along. The Fountain Street Church will host the
show. For a list of show times and dates, visit http://
www.operagr.org/tickets/noahs-flood/
OR. GRINS: MICHAEL KOSTA

Get a good laugh in this weekend by watching
internationally-recognized comedian Michael Kosta
who will be gracing the stage of Dr. Grins inside The
B.O.B. Kosta earned his reputation through regular
appearances on such shows as The Tonight Show
with Jay Leno, Chelsea Lately, and Conan and also
starred in his own half hour special, Comedy Central
Presents: Michael Kosta. Evolving since, Kosta has
most recently co-hosted alongside Regis Philbin on
Fox Sport 1'b, Crowd Goes Wild. As an accomplished
stand-up comedian, actor, host and former profes
sional tennis player, Kosta's comedy is not only
relatable, but also intriguing. For a full list of show
times and ticket prices, visit http://www.thebob.com/
drgrinscomedy/stand-up-comedy.php

From veteran to student
BY COLLEEN SCHONFIELO
LAKERLIFEOLANTHORN.COM

aking the transi
tion from spend
ing
months,
sometimes years,
serving in the
military to pursuing a college
education is a lifestyle adjust
ment that has its own set of
challenges. However, despite
the challenges, student veter
ans are completing college at a
higher rate than other nontraditional students.
To aid in the process,
Grand Valley State Univer
sity has adopted the Peer Ad
visors for Veterans Education
program which connects
incoming student veterans

with student veterans who challenges a student veteran
may be facing and refer them
are already on campus.
Matthew Oudbier, a GVSU to resources on or off campus.
“It's impor
sophomore
tant that veter
studying
phi
ans are able to
losophy, served
“It's important
with
eight years in
that vetersms sure connect
the campus and
the U.S. Marine
able to connect
with other stu
Corps and now
dents,” Oudbier
works as a Peer
with the campus
Said. “There is
Advisor
Lead
and with other
such a difference
(PAL) manag
between
a vet
ing the PAVE
students."
eran and a tradi
program
on
tional student.”
campus. He said
Through
the goal of the MATTHEW OUDBIER
GVSU STUDENT
collaboration
program is for
between
the
advisers to assist
University
of
new student vet
erans with navigating college Michigan Depression Cen
life, helping to identify any ter & Department of Psy

VALENT-ICE

The temperatures won't be the only chill factor
at Rosa Parks Circle this weekend. The Valent-ICE
winter festival will be transforming Grand Rapids into
an icy wonderland this weekend, bringing together
artists throughout the community who will put their
ice-carving skills to the test. Clearly using Michigan’s
notorious ice, snow and frigid temperatures to their
advantage, the festival will showcase a variety of ice
sculptures, including a 3,000 lb. block of ice that will
sculpted to voters' desires. On Friday, visitors can
catch a first glimpse of the ice sculptures throughout
the streets of Oowntown. At night, be sure to bring
your neon jackets and hair scrunchies, as the Rose
Parks Circle will transform into an 80's wonderland.
There will be free hot chocolate and a costume con
test with prizes. Lastly, Valentine’s Day will host the
big ice sculpture reveal where a photographer will be
available to grab a shot of you and your valentine in
front of the 3,000 lb. carving.

LOG ON TO:
lanthorn.com
TO READ THE FULL ARTICLE

GV fraternity spreads awareness of sexual abuse
BY MADOIE FORSHEE
MFORSHEEOLANTHORN.COM

he
Kirkhof
Center has wel
comed a bit of
femininity this
week, as a Grand
Valley State University frater
nity sold bows to spread aware
ness of sexual abuse. Delta Up
silon is currently hosting their
second annual “Bows from
Bros” fundraiser to benefit the
local YWCA in Grand Rapids.
This year, the fraternity has
put a competitive twist on the
donation aspect of the cam
paign. They will donate half of
their overall proceeds to a char
ity or the nonprofit that an or
ganization that buys the most
bows during the week chooses.
The organization can be
any on campus, as all are en
couraged by the fraternity to
help out with proceeds toward
the fundraiser. Despite student
organization encouragement,
ultimately any student, staff or
faculty can purchase a bow.
Last year, the fraternity do
nated to their international
philanthropy, Global Service
Initiative. The brothers decided

to donate proceeds toward a
different need this year.
“This year, we realized that,
as an event that is catered more
toward women...there needs to
be that conversation with fra
ternities about sexual assault,”
said Adam Hukkala, president
of the GVSU Delta Upsilon
chapter. “We thought that a
womens shelter was an appro
priate charity to donate to.”
Zach Jordan, vice president
of external relations for Delta
Upsilon, agreed. He said that
with mostly women buying
the bows, hopefully they will
understand that the fraternity
stands against sexual abuse.
The idea for this years fun
draiser came from one of DUs
brothers during a brainstorm
meeting. The fraternity wanted
to raise funds, but at the same
time get people involved in
more than just donating money.
After introducing the event
last year and receiving over
$500 that they were able to do
nate, the brothers looked back,
improved what they could and
decided to aim even higher
with a goal of $1,000.
With different colors and

Members of Delta Upsilon Fraternity display
their products for their annual Bows From Bros event.

FUNDRAISER:

patterns of bows available, the
fraternity is aiming at catering
to all tastes. While they won’t
take specific orders, Jordan said
they will take color requests and
consider those when buying
more colors once they sell out.
Most of the bows will be
made prior to the event, but
some brothers will create bows

at the table to show how they
make them.
“We make them at the table
so people can see that were tak
ing our time and actually mak
ing them,” Hukkala said.

LOG ON TO:
lanthorn.com
TO READ THE FULL ARTICLE

CSLC sponsors overnight service trip for students
BY NATALIE LUSSIER
NLUSSIEROLANTHORN.COM

rand Valley State
University’s
Community
Service Learn
ing Center will
sponsor an overnight service
trip at the Blandford Nature
Center this weekend. Students
will work with the center on a
variety of tasks including inva

sive species maintenance and
snow removal.
Twice a year, the CSLC
takes 24 student volunteers to
the Grand Rapids area in an ef
fort to make a difference in the
community. The second trip
will take place from Feb. 13-14.
Laura Murnen, graduate as
sistant for Service Initiatives in
the Office of Student Life and
coordinator for the event, said
what makes it interesting is the

EXHIBIT: EYE CONTACTAFRICAN AMERICAN PORTRAITS

The Grand Rapids Public Library will be hosting
an art exhibit that showcases the work of Joshua
Johnson, the first person of color to make a living
as a painter in the United States. The exhibit will
be showcased until Feb. 28, and will feature a small
collection of artwork from West Michigan artists of
color. The artists have used Johnson’s portraits as
a method of conveying their history. According to
the GRPL, “the subjects of these artists represent
a cross section of society, of occupations and of
time periods." For more information, visit http://www.
grpl.org/event/exhibit-eye-contact-african-americanportraits/

chiatry and the Student Vet
erans of America, the PAVE
program has grown and
expanded to other universi
ties around the country. The
program was introduced to
GVSU in January.
Timothy Nellett, PAVE out
reach coordinator, said that the
program helps student veterans
to know they can always count
on someone.
“All the PAVE peer advis
ers at GVSU really strive to
create a community where all
student veterans can feel they
belong,” Nellett said.

GVSU students Kristen Rupp (left) and Elizabeth
Cantu (right) volunteer at Blandford Nature Center.

SERVICE:

24-hour component. The over
night aspect of it allows the stu
dents to create a bond the night
before serving.
“Friday night is all about
bringing GVSU students to
gether under a common inter
est of service and having them
learn from one another,” Mumen said. “Every Friday night of
an overnight service trip, we go
over the foundation of service
learning and try to do a small
service project that night so
that we are geared up for Satur
day morning.”
Students will meet in the
Student Organization Center,
located on the lowest level
of Kirkhof, at 4 p.m. on Fri
day and spend the night at
the First United Methodist
Church. They are expected to
return between 3 p.m. and 4
p.m. on Saturday.
“The purpose of the over
night service trip is to immerse
students in the concept of ser
vice learning and spend a day
assisting others,” said Danielle
Tanner, CSLC service and lead
ership Intern. “Service learning
is a vital part of volunteering,
as it causes workers to stop and
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ponder the impact that they are
having on the organization as
well as the impact that the or
ganization is having on them.
This thoughtful process makes
the service resounding.”
Tanner added that she
volunteers frequently for or
ganizations, but at many ser
vice trips, it is not possible
to connect with other volun
teers due to time restrictions.
The opportunity to connect
with other students, she said,
makes the service more en
joyable and meaningful.
Since 2013, the CSLC has
helped organizations such as
Feeding America, YWCA,
Rays of Hope and the Clark
Retirement
Community.
Murnen said she tries to part
ner with different nonprofit
organizations every time so
that students who sign up can
help with a variety of needs
throughout their community.
Though the first service trip
is booked, those interested in
participating in the next over
night service trip or any future
volunteer opportunities can
visit www.gvsu.edu/service/ for
more information.
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GV student strikes gold

JANECKE, LAKER WOMEN
EARN USTFCCCA HONORS

On Wednesday, Grand
Valley State cross coun
try standout Jessica
Janecke was honored with
the United States Track
B Field and Cross Coun
try Coaches Association
(USTFCCCA) Division II
Women's Scholar Athlete
of the Year award.
The award is given to
the top female finisher at
the NCAA Championship
with a cumulative grade
point average of 3.25 or
higher.
Janecke, who finished
third in the race in Decem
ber, holds a 3.53 cumula
tive GPA as a double major
in biomedical sciences
and allied health science.

■I

GVSU TEAMS ENTER HOME
STRETCH AT LAKE STATE

Playoff implications will
be on the line Thursday
night as the Grand Valley
State basketball teams
travel to take on Lake
Superior State in a pair of
GLIAC North contests.
The GLIAC Tourna
ment, for both the men
and women, consists of
the top three teams from
each division, plus two
wild card spots for the
next best pair of teams.
The GVSU women (12-5
GLIAC) currently own the
second-place spot in the
North standings but have
two teams, Hillsdale and
Northern Michigan, right
on their heels with 11-6
conference records.
Meanwhile, the Laker
men (6-11 GLIAC) have
some work to do. The
team currently sits in last
place in the eight-team
North Division standings,
but could still claim a wild
card spot with some help.
The all-Laker action
begins in the women’s
game on Thursday night at
6 p.m. The men are sched
uled to tip off at 8 p.m.
GV BASEBALL SLATED TO
FINISH FIRST IN NORTH

Coaches in the GLIAC
voted the Grand Valley
State baseball team as
the favorite to win the
North Division this season
in the 2015 GLIAC Base
ball Preseason Coaches'
Poll, which was released
on Wednesday.
GVSU garnered all 11
possible first-place votes,
which was good enough for
a league-high 61 points.
Ashland was the favor
ite in the South Division,
meanwhile, with 55 points.

VARSITY SCHEDULE

Grand Valley State University student Garrett Goodwin competes in the 2015 Winter X Games in Aspen, Colo. Goodwin, who was
paralyzed from the waist down during a dirt bike race in 2011, designed his equipment and won the gold medal in the SnoCross Adaptive race.

FULL THROTTLE:

Goodwin overcomes obstacles, wins SnoCross Adaptive race at X Games
BY MARK WASHBURN
MWASHBURNiniLANTHORN.COM

oming around the first turn,
Goodwin makes a move after
the snowmobile in front of him
pushes wide. Goodwin shoots
underneath, moving into
second place
Garrett Goodwin has always been in the busi
ness of racing.
He started racing snowmobiles on a plot of land
in Zion, Ill., when he was 5. His father was a world
champion in 1991, and later started Goodwin Per

formance, a snowmobile business.
As life kept racing, Garrett Goodwin kept racing
toward his lifelong goal of winning a gold medal in
the X Games. Every winter he raced on a snowmo
bile; every summer he raced on a dirt bike.
Being around snowmobiles and seeing them
progress drove him to pursue a degree in me
chanical engineering at Grand Valley State. He also
thought about a career in racing.
“I started getting pretty serious about racing, to a
point where a career was a possibility and the fore
front for me,” he said.

Goodwin remains in second place. He
wants to push it, but knows he must stay
patient
After his first year at GVSU, he went back to dirt
bike racing for the summer. In June 2011, Goodwin
competed in a race in Lake Mills, Wise.
After launching from a jump, he came down
wrong and was throttled from the bike. The bike
landed on top of him, crushing three vertebrae in his
lower back, and severely injuring his spinal cord.
SEE GOODWIN ON A10

Super fan
Hockey players make a difference
for one of their biggest supporters
BY ABBEY HAJI-SHEIKH
HAJI-SHEIKHAiaLANTHORN.COM

hether he’s sitting in his
spot by the Louie ban
ner or sweet-talking
the ladies in the stands,
hockey fan Nathan
Vandyken’s favorite place to be is
with Grand Valley States Division II
club hockey team.
On Saturday, the 14-year-old
marched around Georgetown Ice
Arena with his walker, which he
used to get around the rink while
watching GVSU defeat Davenport
University, 4-2.
Vandyken, who has had com
plications since his very premature
birth, lives with hearing loss and
Cerebral Palsy.
“We had a pretty rough go of
it for a few years,” said Nathans
mother, Elise Vandyken. “He had
therapies for the First few years of
his life, and we’ve tried to make

everything as normal as possible
for him.”
Part of Nathan’s normal, day-today life includes plenty of hockey.
When he was very young, his fa
ther started coaching hockey at
the high school level. Since then,
Nathan’s life has always revolved
around the ice.
“He pretty much grew up in the
hockey rink,” Vandyken said. “My
husband plays men’s league and
coaches his little brother’s team, so we
go to all of those games.
“Nathan is just a hockey fanatic.”
Interestingly, the Vandyken family
doesn’t have any ties to Grand Valley
State — but for some reason, Nathan
fell in love with the team.
“He watches Grand Valley hock
ey, Grand Valley games, interviews
of Coach Forbes and he’s constantly
on YouTube, watching Grand Valley
Nathan Vandyken had a chance to meet the coach of
his favorite hockey team after GVSU’s win over Davenport on Saturday.

HOCKEY FANATIC:
SEE FAN ON AB
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Today - GLIAC Championships
Friday - GLIAC Championships
Saturday - GLIAC Championships

Reasons to love your GV teams

WOMEN S HOOPS

Tonight 0 LSSU 5:30pm
Saturday vs Northwood Bpm
MEN’S HOOPS

Tonight 0 LSSU 7:30pm
Saturday vs Northwood 8pm
•

MEN’S TENNIS

Friday - GR City Tournament
BY PETE BARROWS
PBARROWSOLANTHORN.COM

TRACK 8 FIELD

Friday vs GVSU Big Meet 9am
Saturday vs GVSU Big Meet Sam
LACROSSE

Friday 0 Florida Southern 7pm
Monday O Limestone (S.C.) 4pm

haven’t been ice skating
in years - not at Rosa
Parks Circle, Walker Ice
Arena, over the godfor
saken Mystic Woods
pond or on the shoveled off shrimp
farm nestled between 48th and the

Xantfjorn

tree that belongs in a Robert Frost
poem just off Pierce en route to cam
pus. Naturally, I’m out of practice, but I
stay sharp by navigating my drive each
afternoon to collect the mail.
It’s an integral part of my hermit
lifestyle that I don’t take lightly, except
on the 30 days a month that I am not
delivered my subscription to ESPN
The Magazine. Don’t get me wrong, I
enjoy a bundle of bills and penny-sav
ers as much as the next guy, but there’s
a limit on how much kindling/paper
airplane/poorly constructed pirate hat
scrap one man really needs. Besides, as
an esteemed and tenured writer, I get
the I anthorn for free.
What can I say? It’s just another
one of the perks of being the less-fun
ny, less-talented, less-funded mutant

ONLINE
EDITION

meld of Joel Stein, Mitch Albom, Bill
Simmons and Amanda McKittrick
Ros for a school rag. Take today. Not
only did I receive my W2 form, which
made me swoon in a wave of giddy
anticipation to file my taxes, I only fell
twice on the way back up the drive - a
new personal best - and played off the
second slip by hoisting myself off the
ground while brandishing an imagi
nary penny to the neighbor kids out
building icemen that watched front
row. “It was heads up”, I shout over.
It really must be my lucky day, too!
As I inadvertently attempted my own
ill-advised version of the Iron Ix>tus
with the W2, the normal supply of
what I like to call “craft paper,” a new
Allendale phonebook thin enough to
slide under a door and a blank post

card marked Fort Hancock, Texas, in
hand, out slipped a letter.
DEAR PETE:
I enrolled at Grand Valley State
University in the fall, and I must ad
mit, it hasn’t been quite what I expect
ed. I enjoy the classes alright, as far as
classes go, and have learned to love the
teriyaki chicken on fbcaccia roll sand
wiches I order at the Connection, but
there’s something missing.
I still get homesick for homecooked meals, I miss not having access
to my own set of wheels and I’m lonely.
I’ve met people here and there, have
explored what I can, when weather
permits, and enjoy the idea of freedom
to do what I want. The problem is that

SEE TEAMS ON

Unlimited access to all the news updates
and highlights plus photos, blogs, videos
and so much more.
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Grand Valley State University student Sean Wells vaults over a hurdle during a 2014 home meet at the Kelly Family Sports Center. The junior has broken
school records, including his own, showing his hard work and dedication to the sport. Wells and the track team are preparing to race again at home this weekend for the Big Meet.
CHALLENGE ACCEPTED:

Laker sprinter keeps improving, breaks own record in GO meter hurdles
BY ANDY SMITH
AS MI THOLAN THORN. COM

returning USTFCCCA AllAmerican in the 60 meter
t seems Grand hurdles after earning a sixthValley State ju place finish at nationals in
nior
sprinter 2014. He notched 15 top-10
Sean Wells is finishes as a sophomore, in
adding to his cluding 14 top-five finishes —
which were victories.
Laker legacy everyseven
timeofhe
“He
is
a very talented run
steps on the track.
ner
who
is very focused on
Wells (Fox Lake, Ill.) is a
what he wants to accomplish,”

a

said GVSU head coach Jerry
Baltes. “His very steady diet
of hard work has equaled his
steady progress that he has
shown so far.”
Normally, one might as
sume an athlete would feel
pressure in terms of duplicating
such success as a junior. That
hasn’t been the case in 2015.
Wells hit a provisional mark

at the Mike Lints Alumni Open
by crossing first in the 60 meter
hurdles (8.02), improved that
time with a first-place finish
at the Gladstein Invitational
(7.92) and won two individual
events at the GVSU Quad (60
meter dash and 200 meter run).
Last weekend, Wells found
added motivation at the Meyo
Invitational at Notre Dame.
In the preliminary round,
he completed the race with a
time of 7.83 - which not only
qualified him for the National
Indoor Championships, but
also broke his own school re
cord set during last years GLIAC Championships.
In a field of NCAA Division
I and Division II athletes, Wells
finished fourth in the finals on
Saturday, proving he can run
and compete with anyone in
the country.
“It was a really big meet,”

Wells said. “I really enjoy the Roberts said. “He also has a
top competition and I thrive great winning mentality that
on it. It also gives me a big separates the good runners
adrenaline rush that I don’t from the great runners.
“It is a really great feeling for
normally get at big meets
me to see him
at GVSU, and
succeed and ac
that’s because I
complish great
am competing
“He is a very
things on the
against
many
bigger Division
track. That is a
talented runner
reason I coach,
I schools.
who is very
to see my athletes
“I’m
out
focused on what succeed in every
there to prove
aspect of life, not
to them what I
he wants to
know I am ca
only on the track
accomplish”
but in the class
pable of doing.”
His
ability,
room as well.”
Wells returns
drive and work
JERRY BALTES
to action this
ethic have led to
GVSU TRACK COACH
the success.
weekend when
he and his Laker
“His
work
teammates host
ethic is what
makes him great - his men the GVSU Big Meet at the
tal aspect and his ability to Kelly Family Sports Center on
focus on technique during Friday and Saturday.
practice,” hurdle coach Keith

FAN

words, “probably the best thing
that’s happened to him all year.”
The Lakers all fist-bumped
him on their way to the locker
room, gave him the game
puck and invited him into the
locker room for a few minutes
to celebrate the victory.
“I could not have asked
for a better night for him,” his
mother said. “It was absolutely
fantastic. He was on a high the
whole night and the whole
next day - nothing could top
that night for him.”
Despite his many setbacks
and countless surgeries, Na
than is rarely seen without a
smile on his face. He ceaselessly

CONTINUED FROM A7

hockeyT she said.
Although his love for the
hockey team came out of no
where, his family is supportive
of his choices so Nathan can
watch his heroes.
And this particular Satur
day was a special day in the
Vandykens’ book.
At the end of the third pe
riod, Nathan and his mother
went down to the bench to con
gratulate the players on their
late-season win. What hap
pened next was, in his mother’s

has a good attitude and doesn’t
let his condition get him down.
“He is constantly smiling,”
she said. “Especially when he’s
in public. He has no fear at all.
He’ll leave me and go find the
college girls; I’ll come back to
find him and he’s sitting on the
front bleacher making friends.”
On Saturday, it seemed ev
ery person who saw the smile
on Nathan’s face couldn’t help
but smile back. The players and
coaches love seeing him, and
the fans admire how social and
friendly he is.
It seems this hockey su
per fan is developing a fan
base of his own.

Live without regrets,
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Lakers hope to contend in national
lacrosse landscape this

BY NICK DEMAAGD
NDEMAAGOOILANTHORN. COM

n three short
years,
Grand

B

Valley
State
womens lacrosse
head coach Ali
cia Groveston has built a repu
tation for winning.
Groveston owns a 36-17
record in that span, which in
cludes the first two GLIAC
Womens Lacrosse Champion
ships in league history. Yet, de
spite its conference dominance,
GVSU has struggled against
teams from outside the region.
The teams goal this year is
to be a top contender for the
NCAA Tournament, and, to
be the best, the Lakers plan to
compete against the best with
a challenging slate of nonconference opponents leading
up to GLIAC play.
“As one of 92 Division II
womens teams, we want play
the tough teams from the East,”
Groveston said. “We want to
build our strength and have
them want to come play us.”
Having earned a spot in
the Intercollegiate Womens
Lacrosse Coaches Associa
tion (IWLCA) poll, GVSU
will be tasked with holding
on to its No. 20 ranking by
facing off against four of the
other top teams in the coun
try to kick off the season.

get

The Lakers play at No. 9 of big plays in net.
Zwilsky returns for her
Florida Southern on Friday,
at No. 5 Limestone (S.C.) on sophomore season after fin
Monday, at Roberts Wesleyan ishing with 89 saves, a save
(N.Y.) on March 3, at No. 7 Le percentage of .449 and a goalsMoyne (N.Y.) two days later, at against average of 7.27 between
No. 16 Indiana (Pa.) on March the pipes in 14 starts.
9 and at Urbana (Ohio) on
“Our defense is stronger
March 20 before hosting a sin than it ever has been,” Zwilsky
said. “Our defense pushes our
gle game in Allendale.
It will be up to the teams offense in practice, and our of
mix of veterans and incom fense pushes them as well.”
ing players to retain a spot in
Leadership is a key pillar
of success for
the poll as com
petition contin
any team, but,
ues to grow.
15 new
“We aren’t afraid with
players,
one
“We
aren’t
of anyone. We
might assume
afraid of any
one,” Groveston
there is tension
believe this is
between expe
said. “We believe
our year and
rienced and in
this is our year
coming
players.
and were hun
we’re hungry for
For GVSU,
gry for success.”
success.”
however, sum
The
team
mer camp and
will be led by
training
four captains; ALICIA GROVESTON fall
sessions
have
senior attacker
LACROSSE COACH
helped all players
Sarah Lowe, se
come together,
nior midfielder
get used to the
Alyssa
Neumen, senior midfielder Niki team environment and find
Jacobs and junior midfielder their role on the roster.
“The seniors have grown to
Jordan Luberto.
Offensively, Lowe led the gether over the past three years
team last year in points (60) but there’s a lot of new talent
and assists (43). Standout mid this year,” Lowe said. “We know
fielder Ryan Skomial, now a that there will be competition
sophomore, led the way in for spots on the field, but the
best players are the least self
goals with 38 as a freshman.
Meanwhile, first-year goalie ish and the seniors understand
Sarah Zwilsky made a number what’s best for the team.”

A R C H IV E

AIMING HIGHER: Rachel Leibovitz charges the goal during a 201*4 GVSU lacrosse match.
This year, the team plays four ranked opponents on the road before playing at home.

READY: GVSU lacrosse player Zoe Stiemann catches the ball during a 201*4 game. The
Lakers are gearing up for their season opener Friday at No. 9 Florida Southern College.
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AlO
gets caught up on a jump,
Goodwin finds a line and ma
neuvers into first place heading
into lap two of six.

GOODWIN
CONTINUED FROM AT
Goodwin was airlifted to the
hospital at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. From there, he
found out he was paralyzed from
the waist down. He spent two
months rehabbing in Chicago be
fore a month of rehab in Baltimore.
Despite all of this, he knew he still
wanted to race.
“We started talking about it a little
bit in the ICU, talking about what we
can do for me and how we can adapt
the sled,” he said.
Following the accident, Good
win took the year off from GVSU.
He was still part of the snowmobile
racing team back home, attended
the races and mentored.
Then, Goodwin and his father put
a seat together and attached it to a
snowmobile. It wasn’t long before he
found an opportunity to race again.
His first race after the accident
took place in March 2012 in Lake
Geneva, Wise.
“I woke up that early that morning
and was ready to get back into racing,”
he said “The race went well, and the
crowd was cheering like crazy. Really
exciting moment, just proving that I
could get back out there and still do it.”
He finished in third place.

Fast forward to 2013. Goodwin is
back at GVSU, and the transition has
gone well. He is still in engineering,
and has just finished a second seat to
attach to his snowmobile.
Then, Goodwin received a call.
Joe Duncan was on the line invit
ing Goodwin to January’s X Games
in Aspen, Colo.
For Goodwin, the X Games were
amazing. ESPN and ABC were cov
ering the events, the athletes were
catered to and made comfortable,
and his whole family was there to
support him. The SnoCross Adap
tive race was just his second race
back after the injury.
He left with a bronze medal.
“There was so much excitement
and so much support, and also not
winning gives you so much drive to
keep progressing,” Goodwin said.
Goodwin is still in first in lap
four, but gets caught crooked
on a jump. Doug Henry gets
right behind him, pushing
Goodwin to the brink. The track
is rough, both competitors are
tired — but the race continues.
In the summer of 2013, Goodwin
began creating his third seat. It took a
few months, but he was able to finish it

Patience pays off. Jeff Tweet

TEAMS
CONTINUED FROM AT
I have no idea what to do with that freedom,
and whenever I swap stories with my friends at
MSU, U of M, and ULA (Go Peacocks!), I feel
like I’m missing out.
I don’t think I can last like this much longer,
but I promised mom that I would stick out for at
least a year. Help a sister out?
- ABBY’S GREAT-GRANDDAUGHTER,
TWICE REMOVED
DEAR SPAWN OF ABBY:
College, like any other experience in life, is
what you make of it and take it from someone
who has traveled the scenic route through school,
it goes by fast Too fast. Please don’t let it slip, and
don’t feel alone or out of place. You’re not alone,
not even close, and as GVSU grows, it’s impor

up right before the winter holiday sea
son. Then, he was once again invited
to compete in the X Games.
This time, he knew what to an
ticipate.
For Goodwin, it felt like any
other race day. The race went well
from the focus and competitive
standpoints, but he came away in
second place, leaving Aspen still
itching for a gold medal.
“It was not as emotional as the first
year,” he said. “I was satisfied, but I still
wanted to keep progressing toward the
goal of winning the gold medal.”

ter suspension rate. He also put a roll
cage on the sled for protection since
he is strapped to the snowmobile. His
father, shop members and professors
had been helping him create the seats.
As the 2015 X Games approached,
Goodwin realized he wouldn’t have
the fourth seat ready in time. He would
have to use his second seat, but - after
a bronze in 2013 and a silver in 2014
~ he was ready nonetheless. There was
one more spot left on the podium.

“I felt added pressure knowing that
I hadn’t won the gold,” he said.
For the rest of the race, Good
win holds on In first place.
When he finishes the race, the
white flag brings a wave of
relief. He strikes gold -- and his
childhood dream is fulfilled.
“Crossing the finish line took a
bit to set in, but it felt good,” he said.
“Once it did, I felt like I was on top
of the world.”

A battle ensues between Good
win and Henry. In the fourth lap,
Henry attempts to make a late
pass by cutting inside. Good
win hits the gas, and the sleds
bump. Henry slows almost to a
stop following the tap; Goodwin
begins to pull away.
Goodwin spent the summer of
2014 working on automotive seating
at Faurecia for an internship. Since he
had sold his third seat at die 2014 X
games, he also spent time developing
his fourth model.
Goodwin had been combining his
notes over the years in an attempt to
create the perfect adaptive seat. His
previous models used a shock in the
back, which allowed for easy, side-toside movement to mimic what legs
do in controlling the sled. This allows
for natural leaning motion and bet

tant to open yourself up to what’s available to you.
Campus Life Night/Transitions are great plac
es to start, but it can be overwhelming to ingest
that much at Fresh-style buffets. Spread out your
meals (and budget your debit dollars) instead as
you take it all in. Life at a Division II school can
be different than life at a major Division I uni
versity, but different doesn’t have to mean worse.
Join a club, a study group, try-out for a team,
check out Greek Life, knock on your neighbor’s
door - it’s not too late - and put yourself in posi
tions to experience uncomfortable growth. Stay
ready to take on those opportunities when they
present themselves so you don’t have to get ready.
And even if none of that sticks, do me a favor.
Ditch that U of M, MSU, whoever-else-yourparents-might-have-an-affiliation-with sweat
shirt for a night, and gear up to take in a game at
GVSU. It doesn’t matter if you can’t tell the differ
ence between a quarterback and a point guard,
just do it Take your pick - you can’t go wrong.

Grand Valley State University student Garrett Good
win won first place in the 2015 X Games, fulfilling a lifelong dream.

FINISHING FIRST:

Head to the Brian Kelly Family Sports Cen
ter to watch Jerry Baltes orchestrate the Greatest
Show on Synthetic Polyurethane, and secretly
bet candy bars on races with your friends. Wash
down Janel Burgess’ best Pat Summit impres
sion with Ric Wesley’s interpretation of Tom
Izzo. Stream the Whale Radio broadcasts of
baseball, softball and women’s lacrosse as you
study on the deck in the spring breeze. Wear a
fancy hat to a crew regatta, watch the quidditch
team practice on the band turf, go run a pickup
game with academic adviser Tom Fellows at
the Rec, take pride every time you watch NFL
receiver Charles Johnson haul in a pass from
Teddy Bridgewater next season and once you’re
hooked, do everyone a favor and come apply to
take my job at the Lanthorn.
Tailgate whenever you like - the tickets are
always free to students - and cheer like you’re a
part of the finest Division II athletic programs
in college sports, because you are. What GVSU

lacks in scope when measured against bigger
schools, it makes up for with soul and, as a Laker,
you’re not only permitted but also encouraged to
take on ownership in the product on the field/
court/track without being tabbed a “Walmart
fan.” Games usually aren’t crowded, players are
generally accessible and there’s plenty of room
aboard the bandwagon.
It’s a well-kept secret you’re privy to share
with colleagues years later while standing
around the water cooler, and it’s one of many
ways for you to get involved at school to en
hance your stay - a stay, which I hope at the sake
of your everyday mail becoming old and boring
like mine, is considerable.
Louie loves ya, be cool and stay in school, go
Lakers and all that jazz. Say hello to your grand
ma (twice removed) for me.
-PETE

FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF

MARKETPLACE

some restrictions apply
email classifieds@lanthorncom for more info on restrictions

FOR COMMERCIAL RATES EMAIL
classifieds@lanthorn.com

or call

616 331-2460
-

Announcements

Announcements

Announcements

Announcements

Roommates

Student Orcj Events

Break it Down, Make it
Better:
February 28th, from 9:00
am- 2:30 pm.
Hosted by the UICA at 2
Fulton West in downtown
Grand Rapids. Online
registration opened to the
public on February 1 st. This
event is free to Avenue for
the Arts members, UICA
members, and Artprize 2014
Venue representatives; the
non-member fee is $35.
Space is limited, and it is
highly recommended that
attendees register in
advance by visiting:
www.avenueforthearts.com/
education.
Questions? Contact 989860-5777.

bright and we have a lot to
look forward to. I love you
more than any words I'll ever
be able to express. "See"
you tonight.

applying is March 6, 2015.
The full announcement and
criteria for applying for these
internships/scholarships is
available
at
www.gvsu.edu/wri/internships.

Van Andel Global Trade
Center celebrates 15 years
February 6
3:30-6 p.m.
L. William Seidman Center,
50 Front Ave., Grand Rapids

Sublease:
Bayberry Apartments on
Lake Ml Drive
Includes a bus stop to catch
the 50 to Allendale.
2 bedrooms, this ad is for
the main bedroom with
spacious walk in closet and
full bathroom.
Female
Lease goes until September.
Looking for subleaser for the
summer, from
May-September.
If interested, contact
Bre'Ana Stephens-Taylor
248-875-9255

GVSU Orthodox Christian
Fellowship:
OCF connects Orthodox
college students to Christ
and His Church. We meet
every Tuesday from
7:00-8:30pm in the
Mackinac B-Wing 3rd floor
conference room
If interested contact
gvsu@ocf.net

Wanted

Student for Aging Place
On February 20th at 4:00 in
the Niemeyer Multi-Purpose
Room, there will a meeting
for the creation of a club that
would help area elders who
need a hand to stay healthy
and independent. Through
volunteering with Tandem
365, members of this club
would visit, shop for
groceries, or do light
housework in order to assist
an elder.
If interested contact
vangaldk@mail.gvsu.edu

Have you written a paper or
worked on a research
project that you would like to
share? Show it off!
Registration is now OPEN
for Student Summer
Scholars Day from January
26th-February 13th.
More information about SSD
can be found on our website.
(www.gvsu.edu/ours/ssd)

Melissa,
Happy anniversary, hun! We
may be 3560 miles apart,
but I'm not going to let that
dampen our special day.
This last year has been an
amazing ride and if I could, I
would ask you again in a
heartbeat. The future is

Love,

Steve
"You, me, us, together.
Always and forever."
Performance Studio Series:
Reasons To Be Pretty
February 13 -15, 2015
Friday, February 13 @
7:30pm
Saturday, February 14 @
2:00pm & 7:30pm
Sunday, February 15 @
2:00pm
All tickets are general
admission, $6.00, and $7.00
on the day of the
performance.
Louis Armstrong Theater
Reasons To Be Pretty,
written by Neil LaBute and
directed by Theatre student,
Cody Robison
Friday, February 13 7:30pm
Saturday, February 14
2:00pm & 7:30pm
Sunday, February 15
2:00pm
All tickets are general
admission, $6.00, and $7.00
on the day of the
performance.

The Annis Water Resources
Institute, located in
Muskegon, Ml is offering
several undergraduate
internships for summer
2015. They are also taking
applications for a fall
semester scholarship for
graduate or undergraduate
students. Deadline for

ANSWERS

PUZZLES

For more information,
contact the Van Andel
Global Trade Center at
(616) 331-6811.

The Lake Michigan Writing
Project will be hosting 11
Summer Laker Writing
Camps for students entering
3rd - 12th grades. If
interested contact
spearss@gvsu.edu OR
(61 6)-331 -2994

The Race to Oz will kick off
on June 20, 2015 during
Ionia's new Wizard of Oz
Festival, and all race
proceeds will go to the Cheff
Therapeutic Riding Center in
the form of a donation and
scholarship fund. Please
mark your calendars and join
us on June 20, 2015 as we
Race To Oz for Autism
awareness!
Register
today:
http://bit.ly/RacetoOz
5K Registration $18.00 by
May 31st/5K Late
Registration (Day of) $25.
Kids Race $10 by May
31 st/Kids late registration
(Day of) $15
Questions: contact
marciedarcie21 @gmail.com.
Bring your family aod
friends, Cowardly Lions, and
Munchkins out to help
support Autism Awareness.

Employment
Work on Mackinac Island
This Summer
Hotel and Ryba’s Fudge
Shops are looking for help in
all areas: Front Desk, Bell
Staff,
Wait Staff, Sales Clerks,
Kitchen, Baristas. Housing,
bonus, and discounted
meals.
(906) 847-7196
www.theislandhouse.com

Miscellaneous
In search of hostesses for
online and in-home parties
with Jamberry nails. Fun
parties, great rewards, extra
incentives for parties booked
in February.
If interested contact
herouxm@mail.gvsu.edu

Bassist/Guitarist looking for
other metal musicians to jam
with. Influences include A7X,
BFMV, Metallica, Amon
Amarth, etc. If interested
please text Wynn at
1(231)-690-0285.

Student Org Events
Leadership Summit
Conference:
Saturday, February 21, 2015
Kirkhof Center
Keynote speaker is Bridget
Clark Whitney, Executive
Director of Kids’ Food
Basket (KFB).
The cost is only $20 for
GVSU students. The link to
sign up can be found by
searching Leadership
Summit on GVSU’s main
page. Any questions, as well
as inquiries about FREE
attendance, can be emailed
to leadership@gvsu.edu.

West Michigan YATEC
Youth and Adults Together
Encountering Christ is a
Christian community that is
dedicated to spreading the
gospel. If you are ready to
Become part of a
community that is thrilled to
love you the way God loves
you, visit westmichyatec.org
or call Andrea at
(616)813- 0347.

VALENTINE’S DAY
CROSSWORD
DOWN
1) Fourteenth
3) Grey
5) Roses
7) Thass
8) Love
10) One

ACROSS
2) Cupid
4) Heart
6) Women
9) Chocolate

• ♦

